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Cuprates 2-dim Perovskites with a single Cu d conduction band. Mechanism unknown. MgB2 etc graphite or diamond doped in the strong bonds sp2 or sp3, el-ph mechanism. Fe compounds itinerant magnets many bands, presumably spin-fluctuation mediated, strongly spin lattice coupling. So every system class has a different structure, band structure and often mechanisms. Cuprates have the highest Tcmax, but no progress in this respect in the last 15 years. For the Cu and iron superconductors, the mechanism is not understood



In order to get better superconductors, In order to get better superconductors, 
do we need to understand the do we need to understand the 

mechanism?mechanism?

and if we do, and if we do, 
does it help?does it help?



What can be learned about high Tc from the LDA?
1988             Physica C 153-155;     Zaanen, Jepsen, Gunnarsson, Paxton, Andersen, Svane.
1988 - Presumably nothing, because strong electronic correlations in HTSCs.

LDA+U calculations for undoped compounds. Parameters of the 3-band Hubbard model 
supporting the Emery and  t-J models.

1988 - 91

1988 - 92 Fermi surfaces for many cuprates. Agreement with positron anihilation and early ARPES.

Interband transitions. Agreement with optical spectra for ω > 2eV.
Phonon frequencies and linewidths at high symmetry q's. Consistent with Raman data.
Raman intensities for the various polarizations. Consistent with exp.

YBa2 Cu3 O7 :

1994 - 95 Extract low-energy TB models explaining the "chemistry". Predict  t'/t, bi-layer splitting 
tperp (kx ,ky ) α (coskx -cosky )2 and interplane exch-coupling  Jperp α ∫ tperp (k)tperp (k+Q)dk/U

1995 - 96 Phonon frequencies and linewidths for all q's in s- and d-wave channels. Analytical  g(k,k')

2001 t'/t for 15-20 families of HTSC; correlation with Tc,max

2003- Numerically exact Wannier functions, 1- and 3-band Hubbard Hamiltonians. DMFT,  
DCA and other many-body calculations.   

2000- Who cares! ARPES sees the FS and the dressed band structure!

We do, because ARPES from overdoped systems do confirm the LDA FS predictions.

2009- After 23 years, the mechanism of HTSC remains an unsolved problem 



YBa2 Cu3 O7



BiBi--layer layer 
splitting:splitting:

YYBaBa22 CuCu33 OO77

LDALDA
chain band

Stoichiometric at 
optimal doping
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LaLa22--nn SrSrnn CuCuOO44

Electron count:Electron count: +3+3××2 2 −− nn +11+11− 2×4 == 99--n n →→ Cu dCu d99--nn



Tl2 Ba2 CuO6+δ

Hussey et al.

Nature 425, 814 
(2003)
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Where does Where does 
this this 
materials materials 
dependence dependence 
come from?come from?

There is presently no There is presently no 
accepted theory of accepted theory of 
highhigh--temperature temperature 
superconductivity in superconductivity in 
the the cupratescuprates

SingleSingle--layer materialslayer materials



BiBi--layer layer 
splitting:splitting:

YYBaBa22 CuCu33 OO77

LDALDA
chain band

Stoichiometric at 
optimal doping



rr = 0.0= 0.0 r = 0.1r = 0.1 rr = 0.3= 0.3 rr = 0.4= 0.4

LDA conduction-band (x
2-y2) shapes and ARPES Fermi surfaces for overdoped HTSCs

CupratesCuprates 3d3d99--x                                 x                                 

== 3d3dxx22--yy2211--xx

40 K

90 K
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ElectronicConfig d9-h. Square lattice of CuO2. Optimal doping gives a Tcmax. LDA FS for optimally and overdoped HTSCs predicted match those now meaured with ARPES well. These band shapes correlates with Tcmax for the over 20 known HTSC crystal types known. Underlying this is the development of the conduction-band Wannier orbital from one which sticks out of the CuO2 layer and has weight on apial oxygen, and further, to one which is collapsed onto the layer. Although encouraging, the discovery of this trend has not lead to the discovery of any new HTSC cuprates because it is now hard to synthesize new bulk crystals. However, with heterostructuring this is becomming possible. We suggest making minimal changes to the electronic structure, i.e. we look for 2D materials with one electron in an x2-y2 orbital and antiferromagnetic correlations. But let me now first explain why this change of band shape, or t'/t.



Which structural Which structural 
elements determine r ?elements determine r ?



LaLa22CuCuOO44 HgHgBaBa22CuCuOO44

TTcc = 40 K,  r=0.17= 40 K,  r=0.17 TTcc = 90 K,  r=0.33= 90 K,  r=0.33





LaLa22CuCuOO44



LaLa22 CuOCuO44

Wannier function for the 
cuprate conduction band

Cu x2-y2 O x
Oa 
z

La 
3z2-1

Cu 
3z2-1

Cu 
4s

s = axial orbital = Cu 4s

dressed with

Cu 3z2-1,

Oa z,

La 3z2-1, a.s.o.

The material-dependent 
parameter is εs - εF (> 0) . The 

smaller it is, the larger is r ~ t’/t.

d = Cu x2-y2

dressed with

O p

The materials trend is best 
understood in terms of a tight- 
binding model with two orbitals:

and
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Start from 4 orbitals





No No 
hybridizationhybridization

Maximal Maximal 
hybridizationhybridization

Hybridization betwen x2-y2 and axial orbital Cu 4s, apical O 2pz , etc.

Hybridization ~ (coskx −cosky )2





From the nearestFrom the nearest--neighbor 4neighbor 4--orbital modelorbital model ((εεp p , , εεd d , , εεs s ,, ttpd pd , t, tspsp ))

to the longerto the longer--ranged 1ranged 1--orbital modelorbital model ((t, t', t", ...t, t', t", ...) ) 
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TTc maxc max = = 40K,40K, r r = 0.17= 0.17 TTc maxc max = = 90K,90K, r r = 0.33= 0.33
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Hussey et al.

Nature 425, 814 
(2003)
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LaLa22 CuOCuO44

Wannier function for the 
cuprate conduction band
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z
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Cu 
4s
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dressed with

Cu 3z2-1,

Oa z,
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The material-dependent 
parameter is εs - εF (> 0) . The 

smaller it is, the larger is r ~ t’/t.

d = Cu x2-y2

dressed with

O p

The materials trend is best 
understood in terms of a tight- 
binding model with two orbitals:

and



La2 CuO4











Computations for Computations for materialsmaterials
with strong electronic correlations:with strong electronic correlations:

Current approximations to ab inito Density-Functional Theory (LDA) 
are insufficient for conduction bands with strong electronic 
correlations, e.g. they do not account for the Mott metal-insulator 
transition.

On the other hand, LDA Fermi surfaces are accurate for most metals, 
including overdoped high-temperature superconductors.

Presently, we therefore start with the LDA.
For the few correlated bands, we then construct localized Wannier 
orbitals and a corresponding low-energy Hubbard Hamiltonian.
The latter is solved in the Dynamical Mean-Field Approximation.





Hubbard model, LDA+DMFT
undoped

U = 3.0 eV

T=2000K,
Wannier orbitals and 

conduction band, LDA
U =2.1 
eV

T. Saha-Dasgupta and OKA 2002



10% doped undoped

OneOne--band Hubbard model LDA+DMFTband Hubbard model LDA+DMFT

undoped
U = 3.0 eV

Conduction band LDAConduction band LDA

T. T. SahaSaha--DasguptaDasgupta 
and OKA 2002and OKA 2002

U =2.1 eV

0.0 = 0.0 = r r ~ ~ tt’’/t/t

0.10.1

0.30.3

0.40.4

CupratesCuprates 3d3d99--x  x  = = 3d3dxx22--yy2211--xx
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AxialAxial 4s-like orbital

and x2-y2



How to make a How to make a cupratecuprate Fermi surface Fermi surface 
out of a out of a nickelatenickelate heterostructureheterostructure,       ,       

in theoryin theory

X. YangX. Yang11, P. Hansmann, P. Hansmann22,,
A. ToschiA. Toschi22, K. Held, K. Held22,,

G. KhaliullinG. Khaliullin11, O.K. Andersen, O.K. Andersen11

¹¹ MaxMax--PlanckPlanck--InstitutInstitut ffüürr FestkFestköörperforschungrperforschung, Stuttgart  , Stuttgart  
²² Institute for Solid State Physics, Vienna University of Institute for Solid State Physics, Vienna University of 

TechnologyTechnology

x2-y23z2-1 3d 7 (eg
1)



KhaliullinKhaliullin’’ss idea:idea:
Make Ni3+(d7)-based HTSCs by sandwiching hole 
doped LaO-NiO2 

layers between insulating layers 
through heterostructuring (orbital engineering)

• The confinement together with the electronic correlations 
should make it possible to localize or empty the 3z2-1 band 
thus leaving the conduction electron in the x2-y2 band

J. Chaloupka and G. Khaliullin, PRL 100, 016404 (2008).J. Chaloupka and G. Khaliullin, PRL 100, 016404 (2008).
P. P. HansmannHansmann, Xiaoping Yang, A. , Xiaoping Yang, A. ToschiToschi, G. , G. KhaliullinKhaliullin, O.K. Andersen, , O.K. Andersen, 

and K. Held, PRL 103, 016401 (2009).and K. Held, PRL 103, 016401 (2009).

• Charge disproportionation (d6+d8) must be avoided

• If the 3z2-1 orbital can be manipulated to lie above x2-y2 , , it 
might play the role of the axial orbital in the cuprate d9 HTSCs
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In a CUBIC perovskite the two eg orbitals, x2-y2 and 3z2-1 are degenerate. In the nearly 2D cuprates however the distance to the two apical oxygens are larger than to the 4 in the xy plane and this means that the energy of the 3z2-1 orbital lacks the antibonding contribution from the apical oxygens and therefore lies lower in energy than x2-y2. This is seen on this LDA band structure for La cuprate where the lower figure is decorated wit the 3z2-1 and the upper with x-y2 character. With a filling of 9 electrons this x2-y2 pd-sigma antibonding with oxygen is the conduction band. The 3z2-1 like bands ar full. All the other, non-fat bands that you see in this 10 eV region are the t2g and other oxygen orbitals. The La bands interact strongly wih the oxygens and make this gap around the Fermi level of La cuprate 2 eV gap. 



Mn 3d eg

3z2-1
x2- y2

Paramagnetic LDA bands in (1 -1 0) plane

Mn 3d t2g
LaMnO3
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Simplified eg conduction-band structure in 3D cubic lattice:Simplified eg conduction-band structure in 2D square lattice:
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LDALDA LDA+DMFTLDA+DMFT

0 < U < 6.4 eV

two FS sheets.

6.4 < U < 7.4

one FS sheet.

7.4 < U
no FS; Mott ins.

The Coulomb correlations enhance the crystal-field splitting and 
simplifies the Fermi surface to one sheet when ε3z2-1 

(Γ) >  εF 
, i.e. 

with a shape (r ~ ½), like that in the cuprates with the highest Tcmax
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10% doped undoped

OneOne--band Hubbard model LDA+DMFTband Hubbard model LDA+DMFT

undoped
U = 3.0 eV

Conduction band LDAConduction band LDA

T. T. SahaSaha--DasguptaDasgupta 
and OKA 2002and OKA 2002

U =2.1 eV

0.0 = 0.0 = r r ~ ~ tt’’/t/t

0.10.1

0.30.3

0.40.4

CupratesCuprates 3d3d99--x  x  = = 3d3dxx22--yy2211--xx
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Control by the chemistry (Al, Ti, Sc) 
of the insulating layers

Control 
by lattice 
constant 
of the 
substrate

1-sheet FS: 
5.7<U< 6.5 eV



J.S. Zhou et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 127204 (2005)

Phase diagram of 3D RNiO3 perovskites

Charge ordering



Chemical control by the A and B cations and the thickness 
of the insulating layer. This is also  a tool for avoiding 
charge disproportionation.

J=1.0 eV

HgBa2 CuO4



Adding  
insulating 
neighbor 

layers

promissing
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YSc 1/3 may not be hole doped



Adding a 
NiO2 nearest- 
neighbor 
layer 
(bilayer)

less good
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Huijben (PhD 2006) Twente, Stanford,, LaAlO3 on SrTiO3 Ohtomo (04), termination matters..Or LaAlO3 slab between SrTiO3 becomes a dipole. Thiel Science (06)  Reyren Science Science (07). Brinkman. May Advanced Mat (09) Huijben Phase diagram as fct of O pressure Huijben PRL (09)  Picket&Pentcheva.
With Ramesh Berkely: multiferroic. Exchange bias coupling. 5nm and vary La.7Sr.3MnO3 (F) on 50 nm and vary BiFeO3 (AF). Af only full strength after 15 nm BiFeO3. Want to change magnetism by electrical field. MOKE measurements with Triscone. Au on top of the AF. Kerr-rotation vs Magnetic field hysteresis loops. Exchange bias: Can change coercitive filed with fieilds +-10 eV  Nature Materials (09) 
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